EXCITEMENT IN

Serials

Shorts

Westerns!

COLUMBIA 1940-41
Colu Serials set a new standard for this event written, cast and directed with feature productions. We are proud of forthcoming Chapter Plays... produced on a grand scale... to attract
COLUMBIA is embarking on a new kind of WESTERN program. New in the stirring concept of America in the making...with titles and scope as big as the mighty West they glorify!
With the
SONS OF THE
PIONEERS
...the melodious cowboys of screen, radio and personal appearances... singing their robust rhythms to the roar of crashing hoof and bullet!

OVER THE
GREAT DIVIDE
Gun-fire Rocks The Rockies!

WESTWARD HO
FOR IDAHO
Rifles Aimed At The Unknown!

OUTLAWS OF THE PANHANDLE
When Bullets Wrote The Law!
A SERIES OF

WANTED!
BILL ELLIOTT
the hard-hitting hero with a sock that smacks action fans right where they live...in stories written and produced by men who know their West...and love every foot of it!

NORTH FROM THE LONE STAR
Stout Hearts Brave New Trails!

BEYOND THE SACRAMENTO
Pioneers Win A New Empire!

BAD MAN FROM BISBEE
Guns Bark An Outlaw's Doom!

THE TUCSON WILDCAT
Fury Flames Across The Plains!

WILD BILL HITS THE TRAIL
Danger Lurks In Every Shadow!
WILD BILL HICKOK ADVENTURES

FRONTIER TROUBLE-SHOOTER
Blasting Bandits To Bits!

PRAIRIE SCHOONERS
Days Of Peril! Nights Of Terror!

ACROSS THE SIERRAS
Adventure Rides The Range!
Make it a Columbia Year!